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Hernando de Soto: A Savage Quest in the Americas. By David Ewing Duncan.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xxxvii + 570 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, glossary, bibliography, index. $21. 95 paper.)
The author of this latest volume on Herrumdo de Soto makes a
significant contribution to the study of the conquistador of the Southeastern
United States by delving into the history of the man and his culture before his
entrada into La Florida. Although many Americans still associate the name
"De Soto" with a type of car now seen mainly in museums, a growing number
realize that the name also refers to the leader of one of the most extraordinary
early European explorations of the United States.
Unfortunately, because of the ethnocentric manner in which American
history is taught, De Soto is seen as suddenly appearing in armor, astride his
horse, discovering the Mississippi River, and dying heartbroken at not finding
any gold. What is not taught in American history is the international signifi
cance of De Soto's early experiences in Spain, Central America, and Peru,
which led up to his entrada into the Southeastern United States, nor are
students taught the reasons behind his actions.
David Duncan's book admirably fills in De Soto's early life as a
young boy growing up in the Estremadura countryside of Spain, a place so
rugged that it literally pushed its young men out to "greener pastures" in the
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quickly signed a contract giving him sole rights to the conquest of this area.
De Soto conferred with Cabeza de Vaca, who rightly told him there
was no great wealth or native kingdoms to be found in his contracted area. De
Soto, however, was not deterred by such news. Upon landing on the west coast
of Florida in July 1539, the story most Americans are familiar with began to
play itself out. De Soto used his winnings from Peru to outfit an expedition that
would wander throughout the Southeast until his death in 1541, destroying
native chiefdoms, looting food stores to feed his troops, spreading European
diseases, and slowly losing horses, weapons, supplies, and half his men.
By providing a history of De Soto's pre-Southeast expedition, and by
providing the context in which his actions are hopefully more understandable,
Duncan makes this "old story" new. This volume is an indispensable item for
any historian, ethnographer, or archeologist studying the De Soto expedition
because of the new and readily accessible information provided by the author.
What is of additional interest is the way the author weaves into the story
accounts of the latest archeological finds and theories on the De Soto expedi
tions and his even handed treatment of archeological disputes regarding De
Soto's expeditionary route. The only problem this reviewer found with the
work was the decision to use the " symbol in footnotes instead of a more easily
identifiable numbered system.
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